THE ACHIEVEMENTS FORUM – 2019
Promising regions in focus
www.achievementsforum.co.uk 12 April, 116 Pall Mall, London, UK
REGISTER OF THE BEST REGIONAL ENTERPRISES AND ORGANIZATIONS
‘TOP-100. ACHIEVEMENTS-2019’.
EXPERT EVALUATION FOR CONFIRMATION OF
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

leadership
investment attractiveness
innovative activity
creative marketing
progressive management
impeccable business reputation
social orientation of business
high quality of products and services
permanent commitment to consumer interests

REGISTER ‘TOP-100. ACHIEVEMENTS-2019’ IS FORMED IN FIVE NOMINATIONS:
‘ECONOMICS & BUSINESS’
‘MEDICINE & HEALTHCARE’
‘SCIENCE & EDUCATION’

‘CULTURE & ART’

‘MANAGEMENT OF CITIES
& TERRITORIES’

THE PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT:
• Identification and promotion of the best regional companies and institutions and their leaders because of their
effective professional activity, contribution to the development of national economics, business, culture, science
and education, medicine and healthcare;
• Stimulation of competitiveness and expansion of international contacts of participants;
• Demonstration of successful cases of introduction of modern technologies, innovations and equipment;
• Assurance of the availability of European professional development programmes for company executives and
professionals from dynamically developing regions;
• Creation of international register of leading regional companies and organizations ‘TOP-100. Achievements-2019’,
the register of best regional managers;
• Encouragement of charity and patronage;
• Popularization of regional brands in the media.

BENEFITS
• Popularity and international public response

•

•

•

•

The project and its results are announced to people from 54 countries– in the media, social
networks, and on the websites of partners. Hundreds of thousands of people on all continents will
learn about the achievements of the participants.
International recognition, promotion of career and professional development
Project participants will receive special diplomas and exclusive European awards.
Registers of best TOP-managers and dynamically developing regional companies are formed from
among the participants.
Sales promotion and geographic growth
The participants will receive the right to use the brand of the award and logo ‘TOP-100.
Achievements-2019’ as an unmistakable guideline for consumers and potential partners.
Information about the products and services of the participants is placed on a special marketing
platform of E-COMMERCE EXPO.
Expertness and exchange of innovative experience
Participation in communication and scientific-practical events under the auspices of the
Organizing Committee of Forum ‘Achievements-2019’ is a great opportunity to
not only demonstrate your own success and achievements, but also to consider
the best experience of colleagues from different countries of the world. Partners
of the Competition – leading vocational training centres of universities –
Rating winners – will provide effective Continuing education programs.
Powerful boost for a successful brand
The awarding ceremony for participants of project ‘TOP-100.
Achievements-2019’ will be a public presentation of their success, and
the premium level of the event and its representativeness will serve as an
unprecedented tool for PR communications.

The Achievements Forum is a unique platform for international business and professional communication,
sharing of the best practices in managing companies, institutions and cities, as well as promoting goods and
services, and the opportunity for a comprehensive improvement of any business processes. The event is an
authoritative multicultural platform for fresh thinking on the CEO`s role in companies’ achievements and regions’
development, investing in progressive regions, territories and businesses. This forum will be aimed at successful
innovative businesses and companies, economic development agencies, regional infrastructure and finance
professionals, as well as lead regional higher institutions, highlighting these target audiences as the essential
aspects of the modern progressive social structure. While remaining fully independent from government or
political persuasion, the ‘Achievements Forum’ has grown through a combination of international cooperation
and positive commercial outcomes. Grounded in, and attracting high profile delegates from the real world of
business, the function is a key driver in the development of practical commercial exchanges. Top executives,
business gurus, senior state officials, as well as educational management experts and academic professionals
should not miss this motivational opportunity to be present among the figures of their own stature.

Achievements Forum – 2019
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Presentation of the Register ‘TOP-100. Achievements-2019’
Honoring the winners of the Register ‘TOP-100. Achievements-2019’ in 5 nominations
50+ speakers from 40 countries
Online Live Broadcasting
4 presentation sections
4 ceremonial sessions
Unsurpassed communication opportunities
Effective PR for best regional companies and institutions
Reception in honor of the participants and guests

Ceremonial sessions

The dynamic forum programme includes 4 ceremonial sessions entitled: ‘Business and Economy’, ‘Science
and Education’, ‘Medicine and Healthcare’, ‘City Management’.

Timing

Dress code: business suit			

09:00–10:00
10:00–10:10
10:10–10:30
10:30–10:40
10:40–13:00

13:00–14:00

Waterloo room

Registration. Morning coffee/tea

Nash room

Official opening and welcome speech by John A. Netting, Expert Committee, UK
Thoughts From The Day ‘World – 2030: scientific progress or turbulence and cataclysms?’  
by Rui Verde
Presentation of ‘Anti-Fake Investigating Agency’ by Ivan Savvov, EBA Director of
International Relations

Presentation sessions:
• Science and Education                                                                             (Moderator – Rui Verde)

Presentation of certificates to the Winners ‘TOP-100. Achievements-2019’ Register in nomination
‘Science and Education’
• Medicine and Healthcare                                                    (Moderator - Dr Vincenzo Costigliola)
Presentation of certificates to the Winners ‘TOP-100. Achievements-2019’ Register in nomination
‘Medicine and Healthcare’
Waterloo room

Business lunch and networking       
Presentation of rare gift book - Exclusive Edition ‘World Awards in Masterpieces of
		Timeless Art’
14:00–16:00
		

		
		

Nash room

Presentation sessions:
City Management                                                                            (Moderator - Jörgen Eriksson)

Presentation of certificates to the Winners ‘TOP-100. Achievements-2019’ Register in nomination
‘City Management’
Business and Economy                                                                   (Moderator - Christina Briggs)
Presentation of certificates to the Winners ‘TOP-100. Achievements-2019’ Register in nomination
‘Business and Economy’

Dress code: men - black tie
women - evening/cocktail dress

19:00–20:00
		
20:00–21:00
21:00–23:00

				

Waterloo room

Welcome cocktail
Participants’ Red Carpet Photo session for Exclusive Edition ‘World Awards in
Masterpieces of Timeless Art’.

Nash room

Socrates Award ceremony and reception in honor of the Register ‘TOP-100.
Achievements-2019’ winners and guests
Gala dinner

Sessions moderators:

Rui Verde - PhD, Newcastle University (UK), Doctor of Humane Letters (Honoris Causa), IIM, (India), Head of Law and
Economics at Academic Union, Oxford, Research Associate at the University of Oxford
Christina Briggs - President, Global Club of Leaders, UK; Founder of a prestigious group of senior executives, called
International Alliance; CEO ‘New World Insight’, UK.
Dr Vincenzo Costigliola - President of the European Medical Association, Belgium
Jörgen Eriksson - Founding Partner, Bearing Consulting, France

